The Catalyst Mission
How Is Upward Spirals
Creating a Regenerative
World?
Catalyst Management
Consulting

Wellness Retreat
Organizing & Hosting

Sustainable Living
Expedition

The Catalyst Mission is our
solution for how to systematically
empower the world’s most
impactful organizations with the
models, guides, programs and
plans they need to develop
regenerative local economies.
Impact Centers
(which include social enterprises,
wellness and education centers,
intentional communities, organic
food producers and distributors,
environmental educators, community
organizers, permaculture and
conservation projects),

Community Days &
Sharing Economy
Development

To protect as much biodiversity as we
can, we must help people transition to
a sustainable way of life, and a
regenerative relationship with the
environment as quickly as possible.

may be humanity’s best
hope for creating the
new economic,
education, and food
systems society needs.

Wellness & Educators
Directory

Social
Enterprise
Development

We are accelerating their
work by providing them with
an effective organizational
operating system; a set of
models, plans, guides and
tools that includes

Sustainable Solutions &
Regenerative Lifestyles Library
& Project Support Platform
Regenerative Business Models
Strategic Expansion Plans
Sustainable Business Development Guides
Financial Strategies and Tools
Project Management Tools
Event Planning and Coordination Models

Catalyst
Experience
Network
Sustainability &
Wellness Learning
Events Calendar
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By integrating holistic ecosocial values into powerful
business systems and tools,
and sharing them with the
most impactful organizations,

we are creating a positive
feedback loop and exponential
growth in all the regenerative
systems needed to live in
thriving collaborative
communities.

Regenerative Leadership
Training (In Development)

we are massively expanding the
number of organizations working
effectively together to create an
ecologically balanced and socially
equitable economy.

The Organic
Directory

Can You Help US Create a Regenerative
Future?

By making it easy,
efficient, and profitable
to develop and
coordinate regenerative
local economies,

Upward Spirals
We’re building tools, templates, guides,
business plans, and social benefit
programs for leaders of regenerative
projects, to help us all accelerate the
co-creation of a regenerative society

Social Enterprise
Development Training

Come to our events and programs
Tell social entrepreneurs and philanthropists about us
Hire us to develop or optimize your social enterprise

Organic Planet
Food Distribution

Fund our nonprofit work
Tell us how you can help our projects
UpwardSpirals.Net

